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Exercise 1 – Complete the blanks with must, can't, or might: ... not be able to go to the football game. It depends on whether. I can get the afternoon off from work.. "May," "might," and "could" can all be used to say that something is possible, as in ... that the child is able to go outside, but must ask permission by using "may.. We use can, could, be able to and managed to (+ infinitive without 'to') to
say that ... You can review this worksheet online at www.linguahouse.com/ex. 1/2.. Then you will select: CAN, COULD, SHOULD or WOULD. ... Click on each exercise to practice a little bit more: ... At the end you will know how well you did it.. Modals Exercise For Class 7 CBSE With Answers PDF. Modals Exercises ... can, could, may, might, will, would, shall, should, must. The verbs or ... A.
Fill in can, have to, may, might, must, need, should or (not) allowed to. 1.. 1º Bachillerato. A) Complete the sentences with CAN, COULD, BE ABLE TO. (Attention to the tenses). 1. I'm sorry, but we ______ go to your party next Saturday.. This modal verbs of ability exercise checks your understanding of using can, could, and will be able to. Do you know when to use each modal? You can find
out .... Can and Be Able To Worksheet. Put the correct form of either "can" or "be able to" for each sentence. Only use "be able to" if absolutely necessary!. 13. Rewrite the sentences with the affirmative or negative form of the modals in brackets. 1. It's not necessary for you to do all the exercises.

Can. Used to express ability (to be able to do something):. I can make jewelry. He can't speak French. Can you open this jar? Used to ask for permission:.. Modals of Ability 1 - Can, Could, Be able to, May, Might. Choose the best modal for each sentence. Click on the box beside the best answer. Show one at a time.. Can, could, be able to, manage to. Neil and Catherine take a look at the meaning and
use of some key words and phrases that English speakers use to talk .... can; could; may; might; must; shall; should; will; would; ought to* ... To show ability, in the sense of knowing how or being able to do something. We can swim, but .... There are eight of modal verbs: can, could, should, will, would, may, might, and ... can to express ability. I can juggle. could to express possibility. We could give
that a try. ... Exercises. Circle the correct modal for each sentence. It's important to [be able to] ... www.unh.edu/writing/cwc/handouts/grammar/Modals NEW.pdf.. CAN/COULD are modal auxiliary verbs. We use CAN to: a) talk about possibility and ability b) make requests c) ask for or give permission. We use COULD to: a) .... using the verbs manage and succeed for past ability. 1. Ability in the
present and future. Do the two exercises and then check the summary of .... E) Exercises: • You are visiting the Taj Mahal. You want to know the rules about taking photos. • You need to ...
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This is an interactive online exercise about the modal verbs of ability CAN, COULD and BE ABLE TO. ... CAN, COULD & BE ABLE TO EXERCISE in PDF · CAN, COULD & BE ABLE ... to be able to, can, -could = had the ability to, been able to.. Both “can” and “be able to” are used to express ability. But the way we use them changes in the past tense. On today's program, we talk about ....
Example: I can cook dinner. In this example “can” expresses the ability to cook dinner. Example: Can you pass me the ketchup?. Practise using modal verbs (can and could) and be able to for ability.. Get modal verbs of permission definitions, idioms, and exercises here. ... We can also use 'could' to say that someone was allowed to do something in the past.. This post reviews how to use can/could and
to be able to as verb constructions to talk about ability in the present, past, and future tense.. * Alf played well but he couldn't beat Jack. EXERCISES 26.1 Complete the sentences using can or (be) able to. Use can if possible; otherwise use (be) able .... Use it to fill in the gaps in the table below. Last year. (could). Now. (can). Hopes for the future. (will be able to). Joy swim swim 1 metres swim for
her club team.. Diagnostic Test : Modal verbs (1): can, could, may, might, be able to. Fifteen of the ... Grammar for IELTS · IELTS Grammar books · English Pronunciation in use Intermediate pdf ... The exercise begins with an example (0).
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Download the PDF file by clicking on the gold ... Picture. Grammar Worksheet Can and Could ... See above activity suggestion (Grammar Worksheet: Can).. In this English lesson, I look at how to use can, could, and be able to, when talking about ability. The ESL lesson explains which term is appropriate, depending .... with must (if you think it is true) or can't (if you think it's not possible). He
______ be ... I took my car to the mechanic yesterday and he said the problem would be fixed in a ... Exercise 1 – Complete the blanks with must, can't, or might: 1. Look at .... Can, could, may, might. Download PDF. Complete the following sentences using appropriate modal auxiliary verbs. 1. She …………………. dance very well.. How to use the modal verbs CAN and COULD in English and the
... Can means to be (physically) able to do something OR to know how to do .... Expressing ability online worksheet for Beginner. You can do the exercises online or download the worksheet as pdf.
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In this exercise you will practise using modal verbs to express present probability: must, can't, could, may, might. ... Fill in each gap using must, can't, could, may or might. There is a ... 10I asked them to send the goods as soon as possible; we. Can / Could. There are 10 questions in this quiz. Read the grammar explanation below. 1. Which sentence is correct? My parents can come to the party. I can't
to .... PDF | The article aims at a logical approach to discussing can, could, and be ... be able to, organized around core meanings such as possibility, ... teste de evaluare [Syntheses of English Grammar: Exercises and Evaluation.. If the person can demonstrate the ability, the student writes their name in the ... This can or can't worksheet activity helps to teach students about modal verbs of ability. ... In
this insightful can and could activity, students find out about their .... 4A GRAMMAR can, could be able to (ability and possession) a. Circle the correct verb. Sometimes both verbs are possible. Anyone for tennis? I love all sports .... Put in 'can' / 'can't' / 'could' / 'couldn't'. If none is possible, use 'be able to' in the correct tense: 1. you swim when you were 10?. ability can, could, be able to, manage to.
Click on the words to put them in the correct order. to restaurant? manage good find Did a you score; to We'll airport.. List of modal verbs. Here is a list of modal verbs: can, could, may, might, will, would, shall, should, .... Present/Future Possibility. We can use may, might and could to talk about things that are possible in the present and future. Present: Modal .... 1 can 2 can't 3 won't be able to 4
must 5 must 6 You've got. 7 don't ... Modal verbs (can, could, may, might, should, must, would, will and shall) are different from other verbs. ... 1 Caroline must to do more exercise. 2 Do you got .... Six exercises for practicing can, could, will be able to. ... This worksheet includes an interview example for students to practice vocabulary related to jobs.. Worksheet - 2 Modals. Can, can't, could,
couldn't, was / were able to, managed to. - can (and sometimes be able to) – natural or learned ability. - could, couldn't .... modals exercise. Can & Could used for abilities and possibilities. ... I know how to do it. It is possible for me to do it. I could do something. In the past I knew how .... You can use can, could and be able to to talk about ability: The new ... be able to. There is no infinitive or
participle form (-ed or -ing form) of can or could. ... can / could / be able to read without glasses. Upper Intermediate Unit 11a. Exercises.. "Could" can be used in negative sentences in which you describe a momentary or one-time ability. Yesterday, I couldn't lift the couch by myself. Correct. be able to.. The Kids Worksheet Auxiliary Verbs Exercises Pdf. Because of their use as ... exercise Verbs:
Complete and correct it immediately, then you will be able to check ... been have: has, have, had Modal Auxiliary Verbs will, would can, could shall, .... Mum makes me clean my room on Saturdays She forces me to do it. Fill the gaps with make, let or to be allowed to in the correct form. 1 I know! We could go to .... I ______ go to the party last night because I was sick. 2. A: ______ Noel cook
Italian food? B: Yes, he ______. 3. My sister ______ swim last year, but now she .... WORKSHEET UNIT 1. VOCABULARY. 1 Match the words to make education phrases be. ___a____ a) on time for class. 1- study ______ b) a presentation.. 'Should', 'would' and 'could' are auxiliary verbs that can sometimes get confusing. They are the past tense of 'shall', 'will' and 'can' but are also used in
other .... Could I not attend the meeting? 13. Last week, I was allowed to finish work early. 14. Can't I borrow some money? 15 .... Complete the sentences CAN, CAN'T , COULD, COULDN'T , MUST or MUSTN'T. 1. She is a small baby. She. eat meat, but she. drink milk. 2. He is so ill that .... This is a free beginner English grammar quiz and esl worksheet. ... would. Q5 - I hope we ____ be able to
do it. will. would. Q6 - I ____ do it if I didn't know how. won't ... PDF Really Learn the Most Useful Telephoning Phrases. Download our .... B It's possible that they will buy a new mobile phone. ... 2 Complete the sentences with can, can't, could or couldn't ... "No, but I can / will / must be able to come.. They are used in many ways and can be quite challenging to teach successfully. For example, they
... Modals: have to & allowed exercise with answers (PDF).. can, could, to be able to, Auxiliaries, Modals in English, Exercises.. Online English grammar exercises for students - practice of using 'can', 'could', 'may' and 'might' for asking permission or offering 5.. Worksheet 1. 3. Modal verbs – must, can't, could, may and might ... b Which sentences (1–3) show that something is: a possible b
impossible c certain. 2 Read .... ability · common or typical → It can be hot here in summer. · possible in the situation → We can go to Athens. · soft suggestion → We could try a different approach.. Modal verbs online worksheet for 11. You can do the exercises online or download the worksheet as pdf.. The modal verbs can and could represent the ability of a person or thing in doing something.
However, there is a difference in their usage, .... Exercises: Can, Could, Be able to · ______ Tony run long distances when he was a boy? · ______ you please call a tow truck for me? My car broke down. · The .... English Worksheet: Can, Can´t, Could, or Couldn´t ( · Can, Can´t ... English Worksheet: MODAL VERBS - CAN - COULD ... exam focusing on can/ could /able to. You could also call the
company. ... all the time | 6common sense: the ability to use good judgment in making decisions ... In these sentences, do ought to and should show advice or show ability? ... Exercise 2.2 Asking for and Giving Advice.. Can, could, be able to – ability and possibility. English grammar exercises. Intermediate grammar exercises. Modal verbs.. In this lesson, students learn the difference between could,
was/were able to, and managed to. Do the warm-up activity with your students and then have them .... could. Non-ability couldn't. Specific ability. Ability was/were able to managed to. Non- ... We use 'managed to' for things we were able to do but with some difficulty. ... Exercises: A. Underline the correct words. 1. I could / was able to find my way .... Modal verbs. Worksheets - pdf exercises. Can /
Could - worksheet · Can / Could / Would - exercises · Can / can't / could / couldn't; --------------------------------; May .... Unit 3: Present continuous and present simple 1 (I am doing and I do) ... Unit 26: Can, could and (be) able to · Unit 27: Could (do) and could have (done).. Complete the sentences with CAN, COULD, BE ABLE TO. (Attention to the tenses). 1. ... Please complete the exercises and
send your answers to me by email .... Can. • Could. • May. • Might. They are Auxiliary verbs that provide additional and ... They can play the piano They will be able to play the piano in the future.. You are here: Home / Exercises / Can, Could Or Be Able To. Can, Could Or Be Able To. November 14, 2017 - pdf. Fill in the blanks with can, could or be able to.. All downloads are in PDF Format and
consist of a worksheet and answer sheet to check your results. Levels of Difficulty : Elementary Intermediate Advanced.. When we say that somebody or something has or doesn·t have the ability to do something, we can use can(or cannot)→ for the present or could (nnt) → for the .... We use the modal verbs "must have", "can't have" and "might have" to make guesses or deductions about an action in
... "might not have": we believe it's possible that the action did not happen, but we don't know. ... The following dictation exercises include use of this grammar structure: ... Modals: can/can't, could, will, shall.. Past. Could and was/were able to can express general past ability: I could swim when I was five.. (“If I magically grew wings, I would be able to fly.” Since it is ... In addition, it can describe a
past event that didn't happen, but only because the .... Asking ability. This exercise is suitable for elementary level. - ESL worksheets.. INFINITIVE PRESENT PAST. PAST PARTICIPLE to be able to can couldанаhad the ability to been able to. She could play the violin when she was three.. I ______ go to the party last night because I was sick. 2. A: ______ Noel cook Italian food? B: Yes, he
______. 3. My sister ______ swim last year, but now she .... tense modal (could, should, would, might) followed by “have,” plus a past tense action verb ... to some designated point in its future OR past, but it's possible, ... tense modal (will, may, shall, can, must) followed by “be,” plus the .... 5. Fill this order. C Pronunciation: Would you and Could you Listen and repeat each request in Exercise B. ...
is not allowed or not permitted. I. You. He ... can't make personal calls. argue with a customer. use a cell phone. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 10. 11.. CAN and COULD MCQ Grammar Quiz - Test - Exercise 16 Free Online English Grammar ... Preview and Download PDF Version Of This Test.. She should. help you. 2. In this exercise you have to complete the sentence with could … Example: I can't sing now but
I .... Now I can watch television and understand what it's saying, but when I was younger that was impossible – I couldn't understand very much! a. When he was a .... Welcome to our Can/Could worksheets category, where you can find a lot of free ... In this quick exercise, learners will complete the gaps of a phone ... I hope that with this ppt they will be able to understand not only what modality is
but also .... probability, permission, obligation, etc. The most commonly used modals are shall, should, will, would, can, could, may, might, must, ought to, used to, need and .... Permission: Modal verbs like “can,” “could” and “may” are all used for giving or ... This exercise is great for teaching how to use modal verbs for prohibition and ... post is available as a convenient and portable PDF that you
can take anywhere.. must, may, might, can, can't, could, would and should ... exercise 3: drag and drop exercise with can, could, may, might, should and would. ... exercises for practising can, could, to be able to; exercises for practising am/is/are; exercises for .... Put in 'can', 'can't', 'could' or 'couldn't'. If none of these is possible use 'be able to' in the correct tense. 1).. ... of can, could, may, might,
should, ought-to, shall, will, with an online exercise. ... Have to / have got to - be able to - ought to are examples of semi-modal verbs.. ... English lessons and exercises > English test #7233: Can, could and be able to. > Other English exercises on the same topic: Modals [Change theme].. PDF worksheets, exercises + grammar rules on modal verbs (can, may, must, ... 'Can' compared with 'be able to' in
all tenses (online exercises and grammar ... The past tense of can is could, may and must, however, only have the present form .... can't and cannot. Could. Is used to talk about past abilities. e.g. 'When I was a child I could do handstands'. Is used .... Can Exercise · 1. Can I __ this chair please? take taking · 2. Yes, you __ can do · 3. __ my friend stay for dinner tonight? Can Cans · 4. No, he __ can't
doesn't .... Use verbs with a suitable form of be able to or can-- use correct tenses. Printable and online modal verbs exercises... ... GB GrammarBank.com · GrammarBank PDF eBooks Click Here · GrammarBank ... Can vs Could Exercise 4. Can Can't ... d299cc6e31 
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